Addendum VI
October 16, 2019

Addendum to Bidder:

This Addendum VI notifies all qualified bidders that Canyon Power Solutions, represented by Alex Prawitz, was present at the pre-bid meeting that took place on September 12, 2019. Mr. Prawitz neglected to sign the mandatory pre-bid meeting sign-in sheet, however, the attached sign-in sheet for the site visit includes his name as the representative of Canyon Power Solutions. As a result, the companies qualified to submit proposals for this procurement now includes Canyon Power Solutions.

Attached is a copy of the site visit sign-in sheet.
RHPP SITE VISIT
PR-04-20
ATTENDEES

1. storefront - APTIM
2. ab Karam - APTIM
3. Ames O'Reilly - APTIM
4. mlk, Antinoriemi - WAPA
5. Matt Kelley - Sayers
6. lxc pennis - Canwood power
7. lamos Camino - RGI Engineering
8. Randy Freeman - Emerald Joes
9. rafael ortiz - Eleven Construction
10. Thomas G. Colwell - Strategic Power Solutions
11. Mario E Leonard - CDBG-DR
12. Laura Smith-Dawkins - CDBG-DR
13. Shauka Charles - CDBG-DR